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MIAMI, DUBLIN, SINGAPORE, October 3, 2016 - Apollo Aviation Group (together with its affiliates, “Apollo 

Aviation”), a multi-strategy aviation investment manager, announced today that its Co-founder and President, 

Robert Korn, was honored with the prestigious Juan Trippe award by the Greater Miami Aviation Association 

(GMAA). The award was presented by Victor Bontorno, President of the Greater Miami Aviation Association at the 

89th Annual GMAA Wright Brothers Memorial Gala on 1 October, 2016.  

The Juan Trippe award is given annually to American aviation executives in recognition of the significant 

contributions made by an individual to the development of international aviation. Mr. Korn has over 24 years’ 

experience in the aviation industry and in addition to co-founding Apollo Aviation Group, has also held senior 

positions at global industry leaders Pegasus Aviation and BF Goodrich (formerly Rohr). 

Mr. Victor J. Bontorno, GMAA President said, “We congratulate Robert Korn and are delighted to recognize him 

with this award. He joins an esteemed line-up of previous recipients and pioneers from the US aviation sector.” 

The award is in remembrance of Juan Trippe who started Pan American World Airways, Inc. in 1927. Under his 

leadership, Pan Am essentially represented America’s commercial aviation policy overseas by pioneering 

international routes and operating global daily flights. 

The Greater Miami Aviation Association was formed in 1927 and is one of the most distinguished and respected 

aviation civic organizations serving to increase public awareness of the vital role of aviation in the community. 

-Ends- 

About Apollo Aviation Group 

Apollo Aviation Group is a multi-strategy aviation investment manager that seeks to capitalize on its extensive 

technical knowledge, in-depth industry expertise and long-standing presence in the mid-life commercial aviation 

sector. Apollo Aviation has a dynamic and opportunistic approach to aircraft investing including acquiring, 

refurbishing, marketing and leasing commercial jet aircraft, engines and related assets, disassembly and resale of 

aircraft and components, and the management of flight equipment assets. Founded in 2002, as of the end of June 

2016, Apollo has grown to approximately $2.7 billion[1] (which includes invested capital, indebtedness and 

available capital) of aviation assets under management representing 101 aircraft, 58 airframes and 163 aircraft 

engines including those in liquidation.  It has offices in the U.S., Ireland and Singapore.   

For further information, please visit Apollo Aviation at http://www.apollo.aero or contact us directly. 

 

Media Contact 

For any enquiries about this announcement, please contact our public relations agency:  
 
Miranda Barham 
Director 
Miranda Barham Ltd. 
Tel. +44 (0)7899030304 
Email: miranda@mirandabarham.com 
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Robert Korn Honored With Juan Trippe Award By Greater Miami Aviation Association 

[1]
 As of July 1, 2016 
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